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JACKET MAN ISSUE #2

T
he interesting thing about 
Jacket Man is I actually enjoy 
reading it. It certainly isn’t a 

grand epic or an especially intelligent 
story, but I like it. It is a fun place where 
I can go and disregard reality for a 
while. I hope it has that effect on others 
as well.

There is no property in this book 
older than Jacket Man. Yet, it only com-
prises forty pages of content. I think 
somewhere in my head I find JM to be 
an unworthy project. Perhaps I sub-
consciously think it is too puerile, too 
simple, too foolish.  This issue was com-
pleted over a span of six years. Why? 

I started Issue #2 precisely after fin-
ishing the first. Issue #1 took me three 
months to draw. That means this issue 
took 24 times as long to complete! That 
is simply ludicrous. Whatever the rea-
sons may be, I dropped Issue #2 right at 
the halfway mark, ten pages. Two years 
later, I managed another three pages. 
Then, I dropped it again. It wasn’t until 
I began this book, I decided to complete 

it. I didn’t want a partially finished 
issue included. Thus, I spat out the last 
seven pages in a few weeks. It is funny 
how different the art appears through-
out this chapter. I hope you agree it has 
improved.

Unfortunately, Issue #2 was only the 
beginning of a five-issue story arc. When 
I decided to finish this installment, I 
sat down and read through the story-
boards and scripts through Issue #5. I 
was surprised how much I laughed and 
enjoyed it. I was even impressed some-
times at some decisions I had made. Of 
course, there were plenty of times I saw 
things I didn’t like, but I think the world 
of Jacket Man is a better place than I give 
it credit. One day, maybe I’ll finish the 
“Spite” arc I began with this issue. One 
day, maybe I’ll return to this universe 
and expand upon it. In the meantime, 
I hope you enjoy what little does exist 
of a boy superhero I have lived with for 
nearly fourteen years. 
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To Be Continued...
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Continuation of Spite

“Spite” was meant to be five 
issues. I wrote three and a half 
of them. Where does the story 
go from here? Lots of places. 
The city becomes enveloped in a 
force field and violent inanimate 
objects sprout to life. Only Jacket 
Man can save the day, but he is 
trapped in a vortex within Fun-
gus Fresh. Only Bread Box can 
help him delve into his spacious 
dusty mind and find an escape. 
Spiderfella and Tennis Man 
join forces to protect Wintran 
High from Hall Monitor, a 
huge robot composed of liv-
ing lockers. An evil refrigera-
tor, the Fricassee Turtles, a man 
with really strong knuckles, and 
numerous explosions are only 
part of the fun. Will I ever fin-
ish “Spite”? I dunno. Write me 
at chinny@4chinny.com and tell 
me if I should.

spl at
spl at

...do not 
mobilize your 
police force 

or I will 
have them 

destroyed...
bend to 

my will or 

perish...

that is 
all for 

now!

we like 
strong, 

submissive 
slaves...
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